
 

Unit Topic 

 

Cold War 

 

Space Race (Economic Systems) 

 

  

Lesson Plan 

Aim 

To determine how economic factors influenced the development of the space programs of the 

United States and the Soviet Union by analyzing accomplishments and goals of both.  

 

Rationale 

The Cold War put rival economies to the test on the world stage with the thriving capitalism of the 

United States overpowering the failing communism of the Soviet Union. The United States, ready 

for the challenge, proved to be the superior force in what became known as the Space Race. The 

endeavor into this new frontier brought an urgency for the sake of defense and world peace. The 

United States’ triumph in space was not only a scientific achievement, but a necessity. In this 

lesson, students will analyze the differing finances behind the emerging space programs to 

contrast rival economies, and evaluate the creation of the National Aeronautics and Space Act in 

regard to America’s posterity and its purpose today.  

 

Student Learning Objectives 

Students will be able to evaluate the contrasting economies of the United States and the Soviet 

Union by analyzing data and primary source reports.  

 

Students will be able to make a connection to the present by analyzing the evolution of the 

National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958.  

 

Civics Connection 

• How does this history influence the present? 

• How have social, political, and economic responsibilities developed over time and how do they 

impact the growth of a nation? 

• How have people in power affected political, social, and economic developments regarding the 

freedom and protection of their people? 

*See the Civics Connection Through Questioning guide in Civics for more ideas.  

 

Vocabulary 

Space Race          Capitalism              National Aeronautics and Space Act (1958) 

Sputnik               Communism 



 

Materials and Resources 

1. Text: Notes on the Space Race 

2. Text Resource: National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 

https://www.archives.gov/historical-docs/todays-doc/?dod-date=729 

3. Text Resource: CIA Military – Economic Intelligence Memorandum Comparison of US and 

Estimated Soviet Expenditures for Space Programs 

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/DOC_0000316255.pdf 

4. Handout: Notes on the Space Race 

5. Handout: Documents A and B Evaluations 

 

 

Procedure 

Do Now: 

How do new developments in technology both benefit and threaten a country? List examples of 

new technologies and possible future ones along with their benefits and threats.  

 

Lesson: 

The teacher will present the background notes on the Space Race to introduce students to the 

lesson. (Students should already be familiar with the differences between communism and 

capitalism, and the basis of the Cold War.) After reading and discussing the notes, the teacher will 

introduce students to the nature of the documents that they will be evaluating in the worktime 

activity.  

 

Collaborative/Independent Work: 

Students will work together to read and analyze the primary source documents. (Document A – 

CIA Military – Economic Intelligence Memorandum, and Document B – National Aeronautics and 

Space Act of 1958). After reading and interpreting the information about the economy of the 

United States vs. that of the Soviet Union, students will respond the discussion questions. These 

questions should be discussed as a group in order to dig up the most evidence out of each 

document to prove which economy was better off.  

 

Share: 

The class will discuss their findings. Special emphasis should be placed on Document A, question 

3, and Document B, questions 3 and 4. Discussion should focus on why opportunities for 

advancement in capitalism are more abundant than in communism, and the impact of capitalism 

on the Space Race.  

 

Close: 

Rewrite the following quote in your own words, and add an extra statement that relates it to 

present day: “If I could get one message to you it would be this: the future of this country and the 

welfare of the free world depends upon our success in space. There is no room in this country for 

any but a fully cooperative, urgently motivated all-out effort toward space leadership. No one 

person, no one company, no one government agency, has a monopoly on the competence, the 

missions, or the requirements for the space program.” - Lyndon B. Johnson 
 
Quote source: https://er.jsc.nasa.gov/seh/quotes.html 

https://www.archives.gov/historical-docs/todays-doc/?dod-date=729
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/DOC_0000316255.pdf
https://er.jsc.nasa.gov/seh/quotes.html


 

 

Modifications 

• The teacher may use a handout of defined vocabulary words from the documents to help 

students interpret meaning.  

• The teacher may require readings to be done the night before.  

• The teacher may suggest that students use a reference sheet on the differences between 

capitalism and communism to help make meaning of the data.  

 

Extension 

Students may analyze present-day data on the finances of the United States’ space program in 

relation to other countries. They may include present-day projects, successes, and future goals of 

the U.S. space program and other countries.  
 

Notes 
*Use discretion for activities according to what is appropriate for your class. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Notes on the Space Race 

 

After World War II ended in the mid-20th century, the Cold War commenced 

between the United States and the Soviet Union. It was a war of competition 

witnessed by the world as each superpower determined to prove its superiority in 

technology, military, and its political-economic system (capitalism of the United 

States vs. communism of the Soviet Union). One of the most fascinating 

competitions between the two powers was what became known as the Space Race.  

On October 4, 1957, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, the world’s first artificial 

satellite and man-made object to be placed into Earth’s orbit. This spun the 

competition into a rush for new developments in science and technology that would 

introduce the world to a new unimaginable frontier: outer space. The United States, 

surprised by this feat, did not waste any time preparing to surpass the Soviet Union 

in space exploration. Not only was this a competition of who was more advanced in 

technology, science, and economics, but a hustle to have the leverage and 

superiority in military power that can quell the fears of one’s own nation and 

elevate those of others.   

In July 1958, Congress passed the National Aeronautics and Space Act, which 

created NASA. President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the order dedicating time 

and resources to space exploration.  

As the Space Race brought the Cold War to a new level, so did the invention of 

television as the world watched it all unfold. Americans found new heroes as 

astronauts braved the unknown, risking their lives for their country. The beginning 

of space exploration was no easy task, but full of support and dedication, the 

Americans who took charge of this endeavor would eventually bring the Space Race 

to an end with extraordinary achievements, and one in particular, landing on the 

moon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources:  

https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/space-race 

https://history.nasa.gov/sputnik/ 

https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/space-race
https://history.nasa.gov/sputnik/


 

Document A 

CIA MILITARY – ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE MEMORANDUM 

COMPARISON OF US AND ESTIMATED SOVIET EXPENDITURES 

FOR SPACE PROGRAMS 
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/DOC_0000316255.pdf 

 

Directions: Read and analyze the “Conclusions”, “Table 1” (with text that follows), 

and “Table 2” (with text that follows).  Answer the following questions using evidence 

from the text. 

 

1. How does the spending of the US compare to that of the USSR on defense and 

more specifically Space R & D? What trend is revealed through this data?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Is the US or USSR in better condition to continue the space race? Explain 

how you drew your conclusion by using and interpreting direct evidence from 

the text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How do the economies of the US and USSR account for the differences in 

their space endeavors?  

 

 

 

 

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/DOC_0000316255.pdf


 

Document B 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958 
https://www.archives.gov/historical-docs/todays-doc/?dod-date=729 

 

1. Rewrite each section of the Act in your own words:  

Sec. 102 

a  

 

 

 

b  

 

 

 

c  

 

 

 

1  

 

 

2  

 

 

3  

 

 

4  

 

 

5  

 

 

6  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.archives.gov/historical-docs/todays-doc/?dod-date=729


 

Document B (continued) 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958 
https://www.archives.gov/historical-docs/todays-doc/?dod-date=729 

 

Directions: Read and analyze the document. Answer the following questions using 

evidence from the text.  

2. Section (c4) states the following objective: The establishment of long-range studies 

of the potential benefits to be gained from, the opportunities for, and the problems 

involved in the utilization of aeronautical and space activities for peaceful and 

scientific purposes.  Explain this objective in detail citing specific examples of the 

meaning of each part. What are the potential benefits? What are the opportunities? 

What are the problems?  

 

 

 

 

 

3. How does capitalism allow for this Act to be effective? 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Should any part of this Act be changed to meet the current era? Why or why not? 

If so, explain which part should be changed including why and how. If not, 

explain why.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.archives.gov/historical-docs/todays-doc/?dod-date=729

